
555  GOLF  ACADEMY 
‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

PUTTING PRE-SHOT ROUTINE 
 
When you have a plan and, better still, a ‘Proven Routine’, you can make quality predictable 

things happen over and over. If they are good things, “How Good Is That?”  

 

Making ‘Great Putts’ is no exception to this rule! 

 

So here is a ‘Bullet-Proof Pre-Shot Putting Routine’ just for you. Even though I feel this is a 

‘Proven Professional Performance’ sequence, remember you can have you own personal version 

as long as it works repeatedly and reliably under pressure. As strange as it may sound coming 

from this perfectionist ‘Golf Teacher’, you can ‘Prepare and Putt’ any way your little heart so 

desires, as long as it works almost every time under pressure! 60% of the time is tolerable but 

80% is a whole lot better! They are your numbers! 

 

 KEY POINTS 

 

‘Putting Is The Easiest Stroke In The Game Of Golf’! ‘You Do Not Have To Be An Athlete 

To Be A Great Putter’. ‘Putting Is Simply Distance and Direction’! ‘Get them both right!’ 

‘All Putts Are Dead Straight!’ ‘Distance Is Harder To Accomplish Than Direction’. 

 

 

 STEP BY STEP 

 

1) Read the ‘Putt’ ‘Down The Line’ (‘DTL’) from five paces behind the ball to the ‘Pin’ in order 

to ascertain its ‘LINE / BREAK’. Do so low to the ground. 

2) Read the ‘Putt’ ‘Across The Line’ (‘ATL’) from five paces to the low side to ascertain the 

‘Slope’. (‘Isosceles Triangle’) Do so low to the ground. (see ‘1/3 1/3 1/3’) 

3) Read around the cup for little ideosyncrasies  

4) Read the ‘Putt’ ‘Up The Line’ (‘UTL’ or back to the Ball) from five paces beyond from the 

‘PIN’ to ascertain and confirm your ‘DTL Read’. Do so low to the ground. (see 1/3 1/3 1/3’) 

5) 36” Pace accurately (‘low side’) ‘Pin Back To Your Ball’ so you know the precise ‘Distance’. 

6) One final ‘DTL Look’ from five paces behind the ball to confirm your knowledge. 

7) Polished ‘SET-UP’ Routine 

8) Last Look ‘DTL’ and back. ‘Visual Mental Image’ … secure and fresh. 

9) EXECUTE.  “One & Through” ‘One Inch Rule’ ‘Chase’ ‘Heads Or Tails’ ‘Listen For It’ 

10) Enjoy The ‘One Putts’ and the lower numbers! 

 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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